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ABSTRACT
Prior to this study, Dr. Vardha N. Bennert and collaborators selected a sample of ∼ 100
local active galaxies to study the relationships between black hole mass and host galaxy
properties. The broad Hβ width is necessary to determine black hole mass. This value
is determined using a spectral decomposition code was scripted in IDL by Dr. Daeseong
Park. The script fit spectral features and collected data for properties such as width of
emission lines and continuum contribution percentages. The results were logged for further
analysis.
To probe the accuracy of the fitting process, artificial spectra were created and fitted to
determine if the output width values for Hβ reasonably match the width values of the
input components contained in the pseudo spectra. To test fitting accuracy with spectra
containing variable host galaxy continuum contributions, the artificial spectra were given
such contributions. For this study, the extracted components from the real active galaxy
spectra were used to create artificial spectra containing relevant characteristics typically
found in the sample objects’ spectra. 105 artificial spectra were created with their compo-
nents cataloged. The pseudo-spectra contained features whose physical quantities spanned
ranges typically found within the sample of real, collected spectra, as well as added random
noise, in order to appropriately represent the original sample set. The varied components
were Hβ width and continuum contributions from a power law continuum, host galaxy
starlight, and FeII emissions. The artificial spectra were then ran through the same IDL
decomposition code that originally fit the real objects. The quantitative results of the
applied fitting process were then compared with the properties of the known components
that composed the artificial spectra.
The comparison of input versus output through the IDL code produces a fitting percent
error that was used for analysis of accuracy of fit features. The Hβ emission line width is
the focus feature for contrast between the variable pseudo spectra. The errors were plot-
ted against the variable components in order to determine a correlation between feature
properties and fitting error, if any exist.
The results of my research suggest that the IDL fitting code recovers the input parame-
ters to a typical uncertainty of ∼(5±5)%. Moreover, it is independent of Hβ full width
at half maximum, power law continuum contribution percentage, host galaxy continuum
contribution percentage, or FeII continuum contribution percentage. The creation of more
artificial spectra is necessary to create a better representation of active galaxy spectra that
may include extreme features not included in this study.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Active Galactic Nuclei
Active Galactic Nuclei (AGNs) are among the most striking and well studied objects in
the observable universe. There prominence in the astronomical surveys arise from their
incredible brilliance ranking amongst the luminosity of entire galaxies emitted from regions
sometimes not much larger than our Solar System. At the first discovery of these objects
in the early twentieth century, these objects were classified as being quasi-stellar objects
(QSOs). Although they shone brightly like relatively nearby, local stars within our own
Milky Way galaxy, their strong emission line spectra, inconsistent variability, and vast
distances were greatly different. Unlike characteristic stellar spectra mimicking simple
blackbodies, QSOs have extremely luminous power law continuum emissions. So luminous,
in fact, that although they seem to shine as if contained within our own galaxy, they are
within the nuclei of other galaxies many times further than originally proposed. The large
distances from observers to the AGN are confirmed by having a large redward shift in
wavelength of known emission lines. This is consequential of the expansion rate of the
universe stretching the observed wavelengths relatively longer (redward) during its travel
toward an observer.
1.2 Central Engine and Accretion
The immense energy that is required to fuel the emissions come from a central engine.
This engine is a super-massive (> 107−9 M) black hole (BH) within the nuclei of its host
galaxy (HG). A disk of gas and dust forms from the variable accretion of surrounding
mass onto the central source. As the surrounding mass falls into the BH, it loses angular
momentum and gravitational potential energy while participating in many collisions. The
friction heats up the accretion disk, resulting in the radiated power law continuum seen
in all AGN spectra. The power law continuum (PLC) can be thought of as a sum of
many different blackbody emissions, since the temperature increases toward the central
object. The combination results in a power law emission spectrum. The PLC ionizes the
surrounding gas, interrelating with the surrounding structures. These emission spectra act
as observational probes into the structures and compositions that make up AGNs. The
configuration of a standard AGN is illustrated in Figure 1.2.1.
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Fig. 1.2.1: The physical components of AGN anatomy with individual labels. (Urry and Padovani
1995)
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1.3 Broad Line Region
Beyond the accretion disk lies the broad line region (BLR). This is a region of gas clouds
with high orbital velocities around the central engine. The PLC ionizes hydrogen gas in
the BLR which, upon electron recombination, emits Balmer line radiation particular to
hydrogen in the system. The Hβ, Hα, and HeII lines play important roles in particular
for this study. Due to the typically high electron densities (108 cm−3). Collisional de-
excitations in this region hinder the observations of ionization occurrences among some
elements, such as oxygen. The velocities of the clouds typically reach 500 km/s - 5000
km/s. However, the gases relative movement through space to the observer manifests as
the Doppler broadening of the emitted and observed photons. From the orbital movements
of the clouds, some particles are moving away from Earth and some are moving toward
Earth leading to either red-shifted or blue-shifted emission line, respectively. The result is
a broadened emission line related to the orbital velocities of the clouds.
1.4 Narrow Line Region
Similar to the BLR, the narrow line region (NLR) gets its name from the broadening
of the emission lines observed from the region. The broadening is less than that of the
BLR due to smaller orbital velocities typically between 102 - 103 km/s. The NLR is
further away from the central object as confirmed by smaller orbital velocities as well as
less variability in the emission spectra. This region also consists of many clouds orbiting
around the central object, however, heavier elements beyond hydrogen play a role because
of the smaller electron densities and the introduction of dust particles beyond the dust
sublimation limits. For the purposes of this study, the focus for the narrow line emissions
falls on Hβ, HeII, and so-called forbidden lines [OIII]λ4959A˚ and [OIII]λ5007A˚. They are
called forbidden lines because of their small likelihood of de-excitation via emission of a
photon. As a consequence, the electrons spend a longer time in the excited level, making
de-excitation via collisions with an electron more likely. These lines are not seen in the
BLR because of the high particle density that results in collisional de-excitation. The
NLR is also several orders larger than the BLR allowing for it to become spatially resolved
with current instruments/telescopes. The enhanced resolution shows ionization cones that
extend beyond an obscuring dusty torus around the BLR. There is debate as to whether
the NLR and BLR merge with continuity or there is a strict break due to something similar
to the dust sublimation radius.
1.5 Dusty Torus and Radio Jets
Orbiting along the plane of the accretion disk and between the BLR and NRL lies a dusty
torus. The torus obscures the view into the BLR when observed from certain lines of sight.
Furthermore, there can be sub-relativistic electron jets that emit synchrotron radiation in
3
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Fig. 1.5.1: Seyfert-type classifications from Balmer line presence and relative strength. (Osterbrock,
D.E. 1977;1981 and Jordan Runco’s Senior Thesis (2015))
the radio frequency perpendicular to the plane of the accretion disk, although not relevant
to this study. These two structures suggest that line of sight observations will determine
which reprocessed continuum emissions will reach the observer. There are cases where the
BLR and the PLC is completely shielded by the dusty torus, resulting in the lack of broad
emission lines in the observed spectrum, called type 2 AGN spectra. Type 1 AGN spectra
contain both broad and narrow emission lines. There are similar cases where the AGN
spectra have high levels of radio emission if the radio jets are incident upon observational
probes. In these cases, the objects are categorized as blazars. When AGNs were first being
discovered and cataloged, they were categorized by such characteristics as radio loud or
radio quiet and the presence of broad emission lines. Currently, AGN are joined through a
unified model that explains observed differences from interrelated line of sight observations
on many similar objects that are intrinsically the same.
1.6 Unification
The unifying model for AGNs suggests that the relative angle at which observations take
place influences the spectra that are recorded. Unification means that these objects are
intrinsically the same but are viewed differently because of orientation. The categorization
of these objects is based on spectral features apparent from observation. For Seyfert-type
AGN, originally categorized by Carl Seyfert as AGN with lower luminosities, observable
host galaxies, and broad emission line, there are two main classifications. These are based
on the strengths of the Hα and Hβ emission lines, both narrow and broad. The type 1
and type 2 classifications are easily distinguishable by the presence or absence of broad
emission lines. Seyfert Type 1 objects do not have BLR that are obstructed by a dusty
torus and therefore contain broad emission lines. Seyfert type 2 objects do have obstructed
BLR and therefore do not contain broad emission lines. The classifications in between are
4
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different combinations of the two main classes.
1.7 Spectral Decomposition
The AGN spectra are used to measure the width of the broad Hβ emissions in order to
estimate black hole masses. The width of broad Hβ gives the velocity of clouds in the BLR
which, when combined with distance, can be used to estimate the mass enclosed. For that
purpose, it is necessary to remove underlying absorption, emission, and blended lines to
create an accurate fit of the Hβ region. From the unified model for AGN, it is believed there
are multiple components that AGN spectra should contain. The individual components
can be found by reverse engineering the full observed spectrum. For this study, an IDL
script written by Dr. Daeseong Park of the Chinese Academy of Sciences is used for fitting
the AGN spectrum in the optical regime. The code creates a multi-component spectral
decomposition near the Hβ emission line. An example of this decomposition can be seen
in Figure 1.7.1. A pseudo-continuum is created by combining the featureless AGN contin-
uum, the host-galaxy starlight template from the Indo-US spectral library, and the AGN
FeII emission template from either Boroson and Green (1992) or from Kovacevic(2010).
This pseudo-continuum is subtracted from the observed spectrum to leave behind the re-
processed emissions and random noise. Next, the continuum-subtracted Hβ line region is
modeled by fitting Gauss-Hermite series simultaneously to the appropriate emission lines.
Gauss-Hermite polynomial fitting is used to accurately capture subtle asymmetries in the
Doppler broadened emissions. For the purposes of this study, the simultaneously fitted
emission lines are the broad and narrow Hβ, broad and narrow HeII, and forbidden emis-
sion lines [OIII] λ λ 4959A˚,5007A˚. A full description of the code can be found in Broad
Hβ Emission-Line Variability in a Sample of 102 Local Active Galaxies (2016).
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Fig. 1.7.1: A color coded, multi-component break down of AGN spectra near the Hβ emission line.
Object name is in the upper left corner. Observed spectrum is upper in black, subtracted
continuum is upper in purple, host-galaxy starlight is in yellow, PLC is in green, FeII
is in pink, broad and narrow HeII is in brown, the [OIII] lines are in blue, the Hβ lines
are in red for the broad component and blue for the narrow component, and subtracted
residual noise is displayed lower in black. Adapted from Using an IDL Code to Fit AGN
Spectra written by Maren Cosens, September 2015.
1.8 Thesis Goal
I aim to test the accuracy of the fitting process when fitting objects with varying parameters
in artificial spectra that I created. To do so, the parameters to vary will be component
feature widths and relative component strengths. We create individual spectral components
and combine them into an artificial AGN spectra with added random noise. This is then
processed through the IDL code used for spectral decomposition. Since the original input
components are known, they can be compared to the derived components that the IDL
script outputs. The results are analyzed for congruent ranges and limitations to test the
accuracy of the fitting program given certain parameters in the characteristics of observed
AGN spectra.
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2. SAMPLE SELECTION
2.1 Observations
The images and spectra for about 100 Seyfert type 1 galaxies were selected from the
Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) and were later revisited by Keck telescopes. The SDSS
images were obtained using a 2.5 meter ground-based telescope with a 3 arcsecond diameter
circular optical fiber that covers a wide range of wavelengths (3800A˚ to 9200A˚). The Keck
spectra were taken with the Keck 10 meter telescope using the Low Resolution Imaging
Spectrometer (LRIS) and long slit spectroscopy over a shorter range of wavelengths in the
blue spectrum (3600A˚ to 5200A˚), containing the region surrounding Hβ. (For this thesis,
we do not use the red spectrum obtained simultaneously.) These galaxies were selected for
prior experiments from SDSS for being in the local universe (0.02 < z < 0.1), being Seyfert
galaxies with broad emissions, and having BH masses greater than 107 M.
2.2 Prior Work
Several studies were carried out prior to my own research by Dr. Vardha N. Bennert and
Maren Cosens. The focus of the earlier experiments included the relationships between
stellar velocity dispersions and central BH mass and variability in AGN types over time,
through analysis of line widths determined from fitting AGN spectra (Bennert et al 2015).
The BH mass for each AGN was measured from analysis of the Hβ emission lines. AGN
spectra from 102 object were fitted around Hβ using Dr. Daeseong Park’s decomposing IDL
script, providing individual spectral components for each object. These components serve
as the sample pieces available for creating artificial spectra with the potential to create
many thousands of sets. The objects span wide ranges for relevant characteristics such
as the full width at half maximum (FWHM) for emission lines near Hβ that is correlated
to orbital velocities of the clouds as well as continuum flux contributions of host galaxy
starlight, AGN power law continuum, and broad FeII emission. Therefore, many artificial
spectra are created to incorporate the various possible component strengths and features
that could be decomposed if a similar set of observed AGN spectra were ran through the
IDL script for fitting.
There are conditions that must be met in order to create realistic artificial spectra. These
conditions were found from simple range analysis of maxima, minima, and averages along
with empirical relations between different parameters. Some of the boundary conditions
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Component MAX MIN AVERAGE
HβFWHM 10000 1400 5000
FeIIFWHM 6000 0 2000
[OIII]FWHM 900 200 450
PL % 100 0 40
STAR % 100 0 60
FeII % 10 0 2
Tab. 2.2.1: Approximate averages and ranges from major spectral contributions. FWHM values
have units of km/s.
were consequences of the IDL decomposing code itself, giving maximum and minimum
values that can be analyzed in the script. For the purposes of this study, the conditions to
be met are the following: (1) All components must lie within the pre-determined ranges
of realistic values for AGN spectra, (2) FeII FWHM must be roughly 60 percent of the
Hβ FWHM as analytically found to be a correlation between these two components. The
script consequential boundaries include a minimum value from FeII templates (0) and a
maximum value from stellar templates (500 km/s). Table 2.2.1 above shows the determined
limits from major contributions.
2.3 Sample Selection Process
In order to create artificial spectra that can meet the conditions, the individual com-
ponents were selected from a table containing objects grouped based from characteristic
components. These components can be selected both randomly or through strict selective
processes to fit specific needs for comparison. Once the components have been chosen,
they are combined into a single spectrum and random noise is added to correspond to the
noise level of the actual observed spectra. The appropriate input files required for fitting
must be applied. These include iron and stellar templates, instrumental resolutions, galac-
tic extinctions, and specific parameter modifications for individual features when present.
The suitable parameters and files were previously attached to individual objects by Maren
Cosens when first decomposing the real spectra.
2.4 Code Parameter Modifications
There is observed variation in the relative strengths for the different components that
combine to create a variety of AGN spectra. Generalization of AGN spectra is difficult
and creating an individual template for decomposition is unrealistic. The IDL program
offers optional toggle key inputs to modify the code by changing specific parameters that
will lead to a more accurate fitting process. For example, when an object’s host galaxy
starlight is very small and considered negligible, a toggle key is added with the code that
8
2.5. GAUSS-HERMITE FITTING 9
will ignore the host galaxy starlight contribution because including the starlight template
would create an unreliable fit. The same can be said for FeII contributions as well as for
strong HeII and [OIII] emissions that bleed into broad Hβ emissions. The fitting code is
modified according to the individual needs of the input spectra.
2.5 Gauss-Hermite Fitting
The fitting of the artificial spectra is the same process as the originally fitted real AGN
spectra. The fit is managed with simultaneous fitting of components through multiple order
Gauss-Hermite polynomials. The default polynomial for fitting broad components (broad
Hβ, broad HeII, ect.) is of 6th order, while the default for narrow line components (narrow
Hβ, [OIII] lines, etc.) is of 12th order. The order of polynomials for fitting can be manually
changed, although orders lower than 3 would leave out fitting asymmetries and higher
orders may produce fits including noise rather than just emission lines. For simplicity, the
default orders remain applicable throughout the artificial spectra fitting processes unless
changing them is required to obtain a fit. As the name implies, Gauss-Hermite functions are
a combination of Gaussian functions and Hermite functions. Gauss-Hermite Polynomial fits
are important tools for fitting functions that may contain asymmetries and often overlooked
peculiarities within an associated line width. Because these functions fit without hard
exclusions, they produce more accurate fits than Gaussian or double Gaussian function
fits.
9
3. DATA ANALYSIS
The analysis performed here is the percentage error between the controlled artificial spec-
tral components and the derived components given by the decompositional IDL script. In
particular, I focus on the Hβ FWHM since this is the most important parameter for the es-
timation of BH mass. Further results show whether fits are more accurate while containing
certain parameters or spectral features. I test whether the uncertainty in the derived Hβ
FWHM depends on other parameters such as PLC and HG starlight contributions. The
goal of this analysis is to determine if and where the decompositional results might vary
when fitting varieties of AGN spectra. This can give an uncertainty that can be applied to
the results found by Dr. Vardha Bennert and Maren Cosens regarding BH masses in AGN
galaxies concluded from spectral decomposition and fitting of broad Hβ emission lines.
Figure(3.0.1) below shows an example output file image that will be used for component
comparison.
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Fig. 3.0.1: Example output image from IDL code fitting around Hβ. The colored lines for individual
components match with the color coordinated values given in the top left and to the
right of the fit, respectively. The input spectra in white. PLC is indicated in green with
scaling and slope values as well as the contribution percentage of the total continuum
(PL+starlight+FeII) by the PLC. Magenta is indicative of FeII emission values with
velocity shift and FWHM in upper left and continuum contribution to the right of the
fit. Host galaxy starlight is given yellow color coding with velocity shift and velocity
dispersion (star sigma) to the upper left and continuum contribution to the right of the
fit. Lastly, the region to the right shows the broad Hβ fit in red over the blue decomposed
signal and narrow Hβ fit in purple below. Adapted from Using an IDL Code to Fit AGN
Spectra written by Maren Cosens, September 2015.
Analyzing the error between artificial components and the recombined then decom-
posed components is a simple quantitative process. Once the spectra are decomposed, the
output files are compared to the original input files to find differences. The emission line
widths of specific spectral components as well as the contributions throughout the wave-
length range are compared, with an emphasis on the region around broad Hβ. The output
log files contain the necessary values for comparison. There is a small expected difference
as the result of adding random noise to the artificial spectra before decomposition. The line
widths are comparable through their FWHM to find a percentage of error (see equation
3.1.1 below). The errors are plotted against variable components to determine correlations
between accuracy of fit and various component strengths and presences. If there is depen-
dency in the fitting process toward a characteristic spectral feature, then a trend between
feature variation and fitted percent error will be present.
PercentError =
(|Expected−Observed|)
Expected
∗ 100 (3.0.1)
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4. RESULTS
192 artificial spectra were originally created, although 105 artificial spectra were success-
fully created and fitted for analysis. The percent errors from fitting the artificial AGN
spectra for broad Hβ are plotted against PLC contribution variations, HG continuum
starlight contribution variations, FeII continuum contribution variations, and varying Hβ
FWHM.
Throughout the fitting process, many spectra were unable to be fit under the default
settings of the IDL code. For example, there were cases where the the Gauss-Hermite
Polynomials were too high of order and dramatically fit loud spectral noise, returning an
unreliable fit. Furthermore, some Hβ components were too small relative to the rest of the
continuum in order to be reliably fit, as the code could not recognize a distinct spectral
feature. This was a result of the components from the objects having wildly different flux
calibrations. These cases were turned away when fitting was unreasonable or unable to be
accomplished under default parameters.
The 105 fitting errors for Hβ, when reasonably fit, are logged and analyzed for correlation.
Figure 4.0.1 shows error distributions within the 105 fitted artificial spectra. On average,
uncertainties are ∼(5±5)%.
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Fig. 4.0.1: Error distributions within the 105 fitted artificial spectra.
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4.1. POWER LAW EMISSION DEPENDENCY 14
4.1 Power Law Emission Dependency
Figure(4.1.1) shows the plot created for analysis. The data does not follow a trend that
would suggest power law emission dependency for accuracy of fitting broad Hβ. There
is a large scatter between points showing variety of errors for the variety of contribution
percentages present. The error variety is consistent throughout the PLC contribution
variations. There is subtle concentration of points within the lower PLC percentage range
around 30-40%. This is from the data selection process when creating the artificial spectra
as most AGN spectra contained a lower PLC contribution percentage.
Fig. 4.1.1: Broad Hβ FWHM fit error versus power law continuum contribution percentage for 105
fitted artificial AGN spectra.
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4.2 Host Galaxy Starlight Dependency
Figure(4.2.1) below shows the plot created for analysis. The data does not follow a trend
that would suggest HG starlight dependency for accuracy of fitting broad Hβ. There is a
large scatter between points showing variety of errors for the variety of contribution per-
centages present. The error variety is consistent throughout the HG starlight contribution
variations. There is subtle concentration of points within the higher HG starlight contin-
uum contribution percentage range around 60-80%. This is from the data selection process
when creating the artificial spectra as most AGN spectra contained a higher HG starlight
contribution percentage.
Fig. 4.2.1: Broad Hβ FWHM fit error versus hoat galaxy starlight continuum contribution percent-
age for 105 fitted artificial AGN spectra.
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4.3. FEII EMISSION DEPENDENCY 16
4.3 FeII Emission Dependency
Figure(4.3.1) below shows the plot created for analysis. The data does not follow a trend
that would suggest FeII emission dependency for accuracy of fitting broad Hβ. There is a
large scatter between points showing variety of errors for the variety of contribution per-
centages present. The error variety is consistent throughout the FeII emission contribution
variations. There is a noticeable concentration of points within the lower FeII contin-
uum contribution percentage range around 0-4%. This is from the data selection process
when creating the artificial spectra as most AGN spectra contained a low FeII contribution
percentage.
Fig. 4.3.1: Broad Hβ FWHM fit error versus FeII contribution percentage for 105 fitted artificial
AGN spectra.
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4.4. Hβ FWHM DEPENDENCY 17
4.4 Hβ FWHM Dependency
Figure(4.4.1) below shows the plot created for analysis. There is consistent scatter as well
as error range occupation throughout the varied Hβ FWHM, but no trend to suggest fitting
error correspondence to broad Hβ FWHM. This also illustrates the covered FWHM that
are relevant in this study. There is a concentration near 5000 km/s. Again, this is resultant
of the data selection process when creating the artificial spectra.
Fig. 4.4.1: Broad Hβ FWHM fit error versus Hβ FWHM for 105 fitted artificial AGN spectra.
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5. CONCLUSION
This research utilized a sample of 102 local type 1 AGN spectra in order to create artificial
spectra using the collection of their decomposed features. The component characteristics
were known and logged for comparison with derived parameters output by an IDL fitting
code. In summation, this study was pursued in order to establish the validity of using
the IDL fitting code to accurately fit broad Hβ in observed AGN spectra. The variety of
artificial spectra were created to establish fitting accuracy across variations of AGN spectral
features. The results of this study do not show any significant correlation between power
law continuum contribution, host galaxy starlight continuum contribution, FeII continuum
contribution, or broad Hβ FWHM with percent error of fitted broad Hβ FWHM. Each
of these spectral features had many different associated errors; most likely due to the
creation and fitting processes. The process for the creation of the artificial spectra added
random noise which had majority influence over fitting accuracy. The fitting code did show
accuracy as fitted broad Hβ FWHM maintained reasonably low error (∼(5±5)%) with few
outlying cases of high noise presence(roughly 5% of the 105 fitted objects).
This study can be later expanded upon given appropriate time and resources. Potentially,
this project can be used to create hundreds more artificial spectra with more diversity.
The spectral components can be varied on non-typical spectra creating extreme cases not
covered by the ranges chosen for this study. Furthermore, the IDL fitting method could be
individualized to compensate for known spectral features, such as fitting polynomial order
or a strong broad HeII presence, instead of using the default fitting methods. These similar
experiments could lead to further analysis beyond the scope of this conducted research.
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APPENDIX
A. OBJECT LIST
Tab. A.0.1: 102 Objects whose spectral components were pos-
sibly used to create artificial spectra.
Object I.D. Right Ascension Declination
0802+3104 1 08 02 43.40 +31 04 03.3
0026+0009 5 00 26 21.29 +00 09 14.9
0353-0623 6 03 53 01.02 -06 23 26.3
0336-0706 9 03 36 02.09 -07 06 17.1
0813+4608 10 08 13 19.34 +46 08 49.5
0121-0102 11 01 21 59.81 -01 02 24.4
1116+4123 13 11 16 07.65 +41 23 53.2
1132+1017 14 11 32 49.28 +10 17 47.4
1144+3653 15 11 44 29.88 +36 53 08.5
0802+3104 16 08 08 43.40 +31 04 03.3
0857+0528 19 08 57 37.77 +05 28 21.3
0904+5536 20 09 04 36.95 +55 36 02.5
0909+1330 21 09 09 02.35 +13 30 19.4
0921+1017 22 09 21 155.55 +10 17 40.9
0923+2254 23 09 23 43.00 +22 54 32.7
0927+2301 24 09 27 18.51 +23 21 12.3
0932+0233 26 09 32 40.55 +02 33 32.6
0932+0405 27 09 32 59.60 +04 05 06.0
0938+0743 28 09 38 12.27 +07 43 40.0
0948+4030 29 09 48 38.43 +40 30 43.5
1002+2648 30 10 02 18.79 +26 48 05.7
1029+2728 31 10 29 01.63 +27 28 51.2
1042+0414 32 10 42 52.94 +04 14 41.1
1043+1105 33 10 43 26.47 +11 05 24.3
1049+2451 34 10 49 25.39 +24 51 23.7
1101+1102 35 11 01 01.78 +11 01 48.8
1104+4334 36 11 04 56.03 +43 34 09.1
Continued on next page
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Table A.0.1 – continued from previous page
Object I.D. Right Ascension Declination
1110+1136 37 11 10 45.97 +11 36 41.7
1118+2827 38 11 18 53.02 +28 27 57.6
1137+4826 39 11 37 04.17 +48 26 59.2
1140+2307 40 11 40 54.09 +23 07 44.4
1145+5547 41 11 45 45.18 +55 47 59.6
1206+4244 42 12 06 26.29 +42 44 26.1
1210+3820 43 12 10 44.28 +38 20 10.3
1216+5049 44 12 16 07.09 +50 49 30.0
1223+0240 45 12 23 24.14 +02 40 44.4
1520-0249 46 15 50 42.44 -02 49 31.5
1306+4552 47 13 06 19.83 +45 52 24.2
1307+0952 48 13 07 21.93 +09 52 09.3
1323+2701 49 13 23 10.39 +27 01 40.4
1355+3834 50 13 55 53.52 +38 34 28.5
1405-0259 51 14 05 14.86 -02 59 01.2
1416+0317 52 14 16 30.82 +01 37 07.9
1419+0754 53 14 19 08.30 +07 54 49.2
1434+4839 54 14 34 52.45 +48 39 42.8
1505+0342 56 15 05 56.55 +03 42 26.3
1535+5754 57 15 35 52.40 +57 54 09.3
1545+1709 58 15 45 07.53 +17 09 51.1
1554+3238 59 15 54 17.42 +32 38 37.6
1557+0830 60 15 57 33.13 +08 30 42.9
1605+3305 61 16 05 02.46 +33 05 44.8
1606+3324 62 16 06 55.94 +33 24 00.3
1611+5211 63 16 11 56.30 +52 11 16.8
1647+4442 64 16 47 21.47 +44 42 09.7
2327+1524 70 23 27 21.97 +15 24 37.4
0013-0951 71 00 13 35.3 -09 51 20.9
0038+0034 73 00 38 47.96 +00 34 57.5
0109+0059 74 01 09 39.01 +00 59 50.4
0150+0057 76 01 50 16.43 +00 57 01.9
0212+1406 77 02 12 57.59 +14 06 10.0
0301+0110 78 03 01 24.26 +01 10 22.8
0301+0115 79 03 01 44.19 +01 15 30.8
0310-0049 80 03 10 27.82 -00 49 50.7
0731+4522 81 07 35 26.68 +45 22 17.4
0735+3752 82 07 35 21.19 +37 52 01.9
Continued on next page
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Table A.0.1 – continued from previous page
Object I.D. Right Ascension Declination
0737+4244 83 07 37 03.28 +42 44 14.6
1655+2014 88 16 55 14.21 +20 12 42.0
1708+2153 91 17 08 59.15 +21 53 08.1
2116+1102 96 21 16 46.66 +11 02 37.3
2140+0025 99 21 40 54.55 +00 25 38.2
2215-0036 100 22 15 42.9 -00 36 09.6
2221-0906 102 22 21 10.83 -09 06 22.0
2222-0819 103 22 22 46.61 -08 19 43.9
2233+1312 106 22 33 38.42 +13 12 43.5
2254+0046 108 22 54 52.24 +00 46 31.4
2351+1552 109 23 51 28.75 +15 52 59.1
0811+1739 114 08 11 10.28 +17 39 43.9
0845+3409 126 08 45 56.67 +34 09 36.3
0854+1741 130 08 54 39.25 +17 41 22.5
0923+2946 138 09 23 19.73 +29 46 09.1
0936+1014 143 09 36 41.08 +10 14 15.7
1029+1408 155 10 29 25.73 +14 08 23.2
1029+4019 156 10 29 46.80 +40 19 13.8
1038+4658 157 10 38 33.42 +46 58 06.0
1058+5259 162 10 58 28.76 +52 59 29.0
1139+5911 174 11 39 08.95 +59 11 54.6
1143+5941 177 11 46 44.3 +59 51 12.4
1147+0902 180 11 47 55.08 +09 02 28.8
1205+4959 187 12 05 56.01 +49 59 56.4
1231+4504 196 12 31 52.04 +45 04 42.9
1241+3722 197 12 41 29.42 +37 22 01.9
1246+5134 202 12 46 38.74 +51 34 55.9
1312+2628 204 13 12 59.59 +26 28 24.0
1636+4202 205 16 36 31.28 +42 02 42.5
1353+3951 207 13 53 45.93 +39 51 01.6
0831+0521 208 08 11 10.28 +17 39 43.9
1423+2720 209 14 23 38.43 +27 20 09.7
1228+0951 210 12 28 11.41 +09 51 26.7
1313+3653 213 13 13 48.96 +36 53 57.9
1543+3631 214 15 43 51.49 +36 31 36.7
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B. OBJECT CONTRIBUTIONS
Tab. B.0.1: Component contributions for artificial decompo-
sition comparison as given by Maren Cosens. All FWHM
values are with units of km/s.
I.D. Hβ FeII [OIII] PL FeII STAR
FWHM FWHM FWHM % % %
1 4429.68 2520.44 344.76 35.6 2.3 62.1
2 4059.54 2839.14 557.57 51.5 2.7 45.8
4 8304.04 2619.60 346.81 61.9 1.9 36.2
5 2919.85 3673.74 450.70 3.0 0.8 96.2
6 3049.53 2773.53 349.95 50.8 2.0 47.2
8 — 0.00 586.60 44.0 0.0 55.6
9 7237.53 8046.46 411.73 33.5 0.0 66.5
10 2482.95 1075.78 267.11 10.2 1.2 88.6
11 3144.62 2339.76 540.12 93.4 6.6 0.0
13 6774.43 862.90 396.29 7.6 0.0 92.4
14 5341.07 2789.31 476.24 41.3 2.3 56.3
15 8009.03 929.15 383.29 42.5 0.0 57.5
19 3498.69 1938.67 368.93 27.1 4.4 68.5
20 7539.73 8046.72 382.59 93.6 6.4 0.0
21 4418.07 2952.78 413.51 10.3 5.6 84.0
22 4431.94 1754.00 367.21 13.6 1.5 84.9
23 2924.16 1521.79 587.62 96.8 3.2 0.0
24 5376.91 3317.25 440.90 49.0 1.5 49.5
26 4272.72 1646.13 351.62 13.3 1.9 84.8
28 7109.94 0.00 428.17 27.6 0.0 72.4
29 6732.41 2480.24 343.22 27.3 1.6 71.1
30 5604.55 0.00 355.91 1.9 0.0 98.1
31 3634.10 864.38 419.27 26.6 0.0 73.4
32 2723.95 1217.95 372.15 31.3 1.5 67.3
33 6597.46 1424.70 303.16 100.0 0.0 0.0
Continued on next page
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Table B.0.1 – continued from previous page
I.D. Hβ FeII [OIII] PL FeII STAR
FWHM FWHM FWHM % % %
34 5111.80 3112.42 356.04 43.0 4.4 52.6
35 8349.17 860.74 477.08 37.2 0.0 62.8
36 4071.87 1548.61 338.87 14.4 0.8 84.8
37 2897.58 1930.65 321.66 14.0 4.3 81.8
38 5484.06 867.78 425.42 17.5 0.2 82.3
39 3788.05 3204.09 560.66 14.9 0.6 84.5
40 6375.50 0.00 385.15 43.2 0.0 56.8
41 4464.75 3237.81 420.13 15.8 4.3 80.0
42 3800.18 3202.58 367.09 12.5 10.8 76.7
43 5299.51 1966.27 409.34 61.8 1.2 37.0
44 7809.83 863.66 574.40 41.8 0.2 58.0
45 5051.19 2281.62 424.16 54.7 2.0 43.3
46 5771.07 2429.51 477.18 26.3 2.7 70.9
47 4129.31 863.69 387.16 0.4 0.2 99.4
48 3585.67 0.00 304.74 26.1 0.0 73.9
49 5219.16 4307.08 472.79 22.8 1.3 75.9
50 6371.14 861.55 482.39 69.5 0.0 30.5
51 2932.80 2327.14 421.35 14.9 3.3 81.7
52 3565.26 2407.29 640.20 10.3 1.5 88.2
53 5780.03 2447.85 634.94 31.6 1.3 67.1
54 4474.64 1408.72 395.66 35.5 1.8 62.7
56 5781.51 3594.99 438.29 52.2 8.3 39.5
57 5087.76 2079.92 195.27 53.2 3.8 42.9
58 4611.83 1058.65 407.61 50.0 0.0 50.0
59 4148.41 2481.08 555.90 43.5 1.8 54.6
60 4817.29 862.88 346.67 63.8 1.3 34.9
61 5301.73 2110.31 308.73 38.4 2.5 59.2
62 5087.72 858.54 512.73 27.2 0.7 72.2
63 7695.24 3143.55 549.40 34.0 0.4 65.6
64 8324.57 0.00 271.47 22.2 0.0 77.8
70 5806.80 864.63 560.31 35.8 0.0 64.2
71 4275.30 4245.76 494.17 82.8 7.7 9.5
73 7222.76 867.66 475.36 28.5 0.4 71.1
74 3376.65 3339.36 531.76 41.7 0.0 58.3
76 4211.71 1964.71 378.85 22.0 2.3 75.7
77 2601.16 1329.84 429.07 31.2 5.7 63.1
78 3611.86 2677.18 586.94 94.4 5.6 0.00
Continued on next page
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Table B.0.1 – continued from previous page
I.D. Hβ FeII [OIII] PL FeII STAR
FWHM FWHM FWHM % % %
79 3594.04 1780.53 636.23 61.3 3.2 35.6
80 2842.57 2161.44 213.50 97.3 2.7 0.0
81 3714.99 2247.34 625.31 38.6 1.5 59.9
82 8070.34 0.00 353.74 19.0 0.0 81.0
83 3361.19 1711.23 448.95 59.6 1.4 39.0
88 11900.97 0.00 659.26 24.4 0.0 75.6
91 7358.51 1903.85 509.53 98.0 2.0 0.0
96 7185.57 1980.65 517.24 98.6 1.4 0.0
99 2155.15 1551.03 516.52 71.0 5.6 23.4
100 3966.39 1712.28 589.09 75.6 2.3 22.1
102 6012.00 1028.96 334.96 41.5 0.9 57.6
103 2860.72 1428.74 920.60 56.0 2.5 41.6
106 5830.48 0.00 517.48 47.7 0.0 52.3
108 1398.16 944.27 849.63 81.5 2.4 16.1
109 7802.55 0.00 495.22 56.1 0.0 43.9
114 3520.38 2007.49 290.23 22.6 2.6 74.7
126 2820.39 2030.12 279.75 16.1 3.8 80.1
130 2582.30 2038.52 768.92 92.4 7.6 0.0
138 5649.54 1521.69 287.84 27.9 0.2 71.8
143 3915.96 2415.07 645.72 90.0 10.0 0.0
155 6498.79 3398.12 407.69 35.1 2.5 62.4
156 5997.82 3566.81 450.08 37.7 4.3 58.0
157 3605.42 2643.07 333.66 27.4 1.9 70.7
162 5372.16 2631.30 333.07 24.6 2.6 72.7
174 3994.09 2110.02 318.07 96.4 3.6 0.0
177 5405.25 2985.18 264.93 37.1 5.7 57.1
180 5285.44 865.67 385.38 39.5 0.0 60.5
187 5552.28 1972.07 477.59 21.0 1.7 77.3
196 3324.65 2887.67 675.49 51.0 4.0 45.0
197 3185.41 1554.78 373.71 26.6 0.4 73.0
202 2269.54 1698.92 296.17 32.6 1.0 66.3
204 2923.89 3038.34 257.18 41.3 6.4 52.3
205 4542.22 2936.38 514.74 21.0 3.0 75.9
207 9327.64 8047.09 449.01 18.6 0.9 80.5
208 — 5973.22 463.82 16.4 1.6 82.0
209 6781.56 6092.37 285.89 20.8 1.2 78.0
210 6011.45 4340.73 508.37 11.7 1.5 86.8
Continued on next page
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I.D. Hβ FeII [OIII] PL FeII STAR
FWHM FWHM FWHM % % %
213 4920.03 2409.83 383.58 31.2 1.5 67.2
214 3830.61 2761.10 456.96 18.8 4.4 76.8
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C. ARTIFICIAL SPECTRA CONTRIBUTIONS
Tab. C.0.1: Origins of artificial spectra components.
art spec Hβ FeII [OIII] PL HG HeII
1 34 34 9 70 24 34
2 34 34 9 19 24 34
4 34 34 9 177 24 34
5 34 34 9 45 24 34
6 34 34 9 60 24 34
7 34 34 9 99 24 34
8 34 34 9 58 24 34
9 34 34 9 138 24 34
10 34 34 9 73 24 34
11 34 34 9 31 24 34
13 34 34 9 34 24 34
14 34 34 9 22 24 34
15 34 34 9 77 24 34
19 2 2 9 70 24 2
25 34 34 33 70 24 34
30 34 34 130 70 24 34
32 2 2 9 70 24 2
37 11 11 9 70 24 11
55 59 59 9 70 24 59
57 34 34 9 70 1 34
60 34 34 9 70 106 34
61 34 34 9 70 91 34
62 34 34 9 70 45 34
64 34 34 9 70 47 34
65 34 34 9 70 5 34
67 34 34 9 70 13 34
68 34 34 9 70 32 34
70 34 34 9 70 61 34
Continued on next page
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art spec Hβ FeII [OIII] PL HG HeII
71 34 34 9 70 63 34
73 34 34 9 70 76 34
74 34 34 9 70 79 34
78 34 34 9 70 26 34
79 34 34 9 70 162 34
81 99 99 9 19 24 99
85 99 99 9 73 24 99
87 99 99 9 22 24 99
93 5 5 9 73 24 5
95 5 5 9 22 24 5
96 5 5 9 57 24 5
97 2 2 9 19 24 2
101 2 2 9 73 24 2
102 2 2 9 50 24 2
103 2 2 9 22 24 2
104 2 2 9 57 24 2
105 45 45 9 19 24 45
107 45 45 9 60 24 45
109 45 45 9 73 24 45
111 45 45 9 22 24 45
113 53 53 9 19 24 53
121 20 20 9 19 24 20
122 20 20 9 177 24 20
123 20 20 9 60 24 20
126 20 20 9 50 24 20
128 20 20 9 57 24 20
129 15 15 9 19 24 15
130 15 15 9 177 24 15
131 15 15 9 60 24 15
132 15 15 9 59 24 15
133 15 15 9 73 24 15
134 15 15 9 50 24 15
135 15 15 9 22 24 15
136 15 15 9 57 24 15
138 99 99 9 70 106 99
140 99 99 9 70 49 99
141 99 99 9 70 31 99
143 99 99 9 70 77 99
Continued on next page
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art spec Hβ FeII [OIII] PL HG HeII
144 99 99 9 70 26 99
145 5 5 9 70 1 5
147 5 5 9 70 187 5
149 5 5 9 70 31 5
150 5 5 9 70 74 5
151 5 5 9 70 77 5
152 5 5 9 70 26 5
153 2 2 9 70 1 2
154 2 2 9 70 106 2
155 2 2 9 70 187 2
156 2 2 9 70 49 2
157 2 2 9 70 31 2
158 2 2 9 70 74 2
159 2 2 9 70 77 2
160 2 2 9 70 26 2
161 45 45 9 70 1 45
162 45 45 9 70 106 45
163 45 45 9 70 187 45
164 45 45 9 70 49 45
165 45 45 9 70 31 45
166 45 45 9 70 74 45
167 45 45 9 70 77 45
168 45 45 9 70 26 45
171 50 50 9 70 187 50
173 50 50 9 70 31 50
174 50 50 9 70 74 50
176 50 50 9 70 26 50
177 9 9 9 70 1 9
178 9 9 9 70 106 9
179 9 9 9 70 187 9
181 9 9 9 70 31 9
182 9 9 9 70 74 9
184 9 9 9 70 26 9
185 15 15 9 70 1 15
186 15 15 9 70 106 15
187 15 15 9 70 187 15
188 15 15 9 70 49 15
189 15 15 9 70 31 15
Continued on next page
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art spec Hβ FeII [OIII] PL HG HeII
191 15 15 9 70 77 15
31
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Tab. C.0.2: Results: The uncertainties for the original fitted
objects are about 400 km/s. All FWHM measurements are
in units of km/s. Adjusted errors result from uncertainty
within significant figures.
art spec Real Hβ art spec Hβ error adj. error PL HG FeII
art spec FWHM FWHM % % % % %
1 5111.8 5229.1 2.3 2 21.4 70.3 8.4
2 5111.8 4917.5 3.8 4 0 85.2 14.8
4 5111.8 4755.5 7.0 7 79 20.7 0.3
5 5111.8 5381.8 5.3 5 22.2 69.5 8.3
6 5111.8 5712.7 11.8 12 86 14 0
7 5111.8 5139.6 0.5 1 34.9 59.7 5.3
8 5111.8 5709.9 11.7 12 89.6 8.4 2
9 5111.8 4851.3 5.1 5 0 91.9 8.1
10 5111.8 5252.3 2.7 3 23.4 68.1 8.6
11 5111.8 4995.0 2.3 2 0 90.5 9.5
13 5111.8 5221.0 2.1 2 64.8 30.2 5
14 5111.8 4900.0 4.1 4 2.6 90.2 7.3
15 5111.8 5047.4 1.3 1 25.7 66.2 8.1
19 4059.5 4745.3 16.9 17 78.7 13.5 7.8
25 5111.8 5177.7 1.3 1 52.6 43.6 3.8
30 5111.8 4646.1 9.1 9 58.5 37.2 4.3
32 4059.5 4339.6 6.9 7 54.6 33.7 11.7
37 3144.6 3287.7 4.5 5 14.5 80.7 4.8
55 4148.4 4460.3 7.5 8 6.1 0 93.9
57 5111.8 4752.4 7.0 7 33.6 65.3 1.1
60 5111.8 4257.2 16.7 17 13.5 77.6 8.8
61 5111.8 4873.9 4.7 5 7.5 78 14.5
62 5111.8 5404.7 5.7 6 51.7 44.9 3.4
64 5111.8 5553.6 8.6 9 4 95.9 0.1
65 5111.8 4563.3 10.7 11 33.7 60.4 5.9
67 5111.8 4382.5 14.3 14 1.1 98.8 0.1
68 5111.8 5419.6 6.0 6 38 57.6 4.4
70 5111.8 5076.5 0.7 1 0 99.5 0.5
71 5111.8 4293.4 16.0 16 5.5 94.3 0.2
73 5111.8 4871.2 4.7 5 37.8 59 3.2
74 5111.8 5332.1 4.3 4 67.1 29.2 3.7
78 5111.8 4390.6 14.1 14 0.2 17.4 82.4
Continued on next page
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art spec Real Hβ art spec Hβ error adj. error PL HG FeII
FWHM FWHM % % % % %
79 5111.8 5143.9 0.6 1 58.1 37.2 4.7
81 2155.2 1925.3 10.7 11 25 71 4
85 2155.2 2003.1 7.1 7 16.1 80.5 3.4
87 2155.2 2149.1 0.3 0 45.4 48 6.6
93 2919.9 2487.8 14.8 15 15.2 84.3 0.5
95 2919.9 3037.3 4.0 4 1.5 93.2 5.2
96 2919.9 2786.0 4.6 5 37.9 62.1 0
97 4059.6 4223.7 4.0 4 18.3 72.1 9.6
101 4059.6 4285.5 5.6 6 4.4 84.5 11.1
102 4059.6 4131.2 1.8 2 83.2 13.5 3.4
103 4059.6 4081.9 0.6 1 0 86.5 13.5
104 4059.6 4697.9 15.7 16 92 8 0
105 5051.2 4885.1 3.3 3 47.5 51.8 0.8
107 5051.2 5776.2 14.4 14 96.1 3.9 0
109 5051.2 4881.8 3.4 3 30.9 68.9 0.2
111 5051.2 4752.4 5.9 6 0.1 1.4 98.5
113 5780.0 4992.7 13.6 14 1.4 91.3 7.3
121 7539.7 6772.3 10.2 10 0 0 100
122 7539.7 6990.4 7.3 7 58 31.5 10.6
123 7539.7 8439.3 11.9 12 0.4 54.7 44.9
126 7539.7 8616.4 14.3 14 15.1 84.9 0
128 7539.7 7090.5 6.0 6 14.1 69.1 16.8
129 8009.0 7786.4 2.8 3 41.1 58.9 0
130 8009.0 8956.5 11.8 12 88.3 11.7 0
131 8009.0 7313.3 8.7 9 91.3 8.7 0
132 8009.0 8742.3 9.2 9 83.6 16.4 0
133 8009.0 8079.0 0.9 1 2.6 94 3.4
134 8009.0 7663.1 4.3 4 48.9 50.5 0.6
135 8009.0 8444.3 5.4 5 0 54.7 45.3
136 8009.0 7640.6 4.6 5 76.8 23.2 0
138 2155.2 2106.1 2.3 2 48.1 47.4 4.5
140 2155.2 1878.4 12.8 13 3.2 95.5 1.3
141 2155.2 2036.4 5.5 6 24.1 72.5 3.4
143 2155.2 2324.0 7.8 8 38.8 57.5 3.7
144 2155.2 2258.5 4.8 5 14 83.9 2.2
145 2919.9 3018.8 3.4 3 14.8 84.5 0.7
147 2919.9 2787.9 4.5 5 9.2 88.2 2.5
Continued on next page
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Table C.0.2 – continued from previous page
art spec Real Hβ art spec Hβ error adj. error PL HG FeII
FWHM FWHM % % % % %
149 2919.9 3161.3 8.3 8 16.6 83 0.4
150 2919.9 3473.9 19.0 19 26.1 73 0.9
151 2919.9 3060.5 4.8 5 11.9 87.5 0.7
152 2919.9 2787.5 4.5 5 32.1 66.6 1.3
153 4059.5 3984.9 1.8 2 0 97.8 2.2
154 4059.5 4298.9 5.9 6 32.3 55.8 11.8
155 4059.5 4226.8 4.1 4 16.6 79.8 3.7
156 4059.5 4257.4 4.9 5 16.9 79.4 3.7
157 4059.5 4035.0 0.6 1 42.8 7.1 50.1
158 4059.5 4099.0 1.0 1 58.4 31.4 10.2
159 4059.5 4069.7 0.3 0 44.7 47.8 7.5
160 4059.5 4183.4 3.1 3 35.7 52.8 11.6
161 5051.2 4736.1 6.2 6 5.2 94.6 0.2
162 5051.2 4737.9 6.2 6 4.2 95.8 0
163 5051.2 5497.4 8.8 9 57.7 41.1 1.3
164 5051.2 4486.4 11.2 11 19.6 80.4 0
165 5051.2 4427.4 12.3 12 31.1 68.9 0
166 5051.2 5019.6 0.6 1 35.9 64.1 0
167 5051.2 5584.6 10.6 11 43.1 55.4 1.4
168 5051.2 4809.3 4.8 5 27 73 0
171 6371.1 6327.6 0.7 1 22.1 0 77.9
173 6371.1 5988.4 6.0 6 49.9 50.1 0
174 6371.1 6834.7 7.3 7 3.2 0 96.8
176 6371.1 6091.9 4.4 4 3 97 0
177 7237.5 7608.0 5.1 5 18.4 81.5 0.1
178 7237.5 7670.2 6.0 6 45.3 54.7 0
179 7237.5 7244.4 0.1 0 2.7 97.3 0
181 7237.5 6950.2 4.0 4 25.8 73.8 0.4
182 7237.5 6962.4 3.8 4 4.3 95.3 0.5
184 7237.5 7226.0 0.2 0 27.6 71.4 1.1
185 8009.0 7877.6 1.6 2 21.4 78.6 0
186 8009.0 7838.9 2.1 2 70.7 29.3 0
187 8009.0 8131.3 1.5 2 33.9 68.3 2.3
188 8009.0 7482.6 6.6 7 23.2 76.8 0
189 8009.0 7644.7 4.5 5 29.9 70.1 0
191 8009.0 7605.9 5.0 5 43.6 56.4 0
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D. EXAMPLE IMAGES OF FITTED ARTIFICIAL SPECTRA
The following images are representative of outputs from fitted artificial AGN spectra with
decomposition around the Hβ region. Notice the differences in spectra such as Hβ shape,
broad or narrow component prevalence, subtracted continuum contribution percentages
and added noise. The spectra are reasonably fit, despite obvious spectral variations.
Fig. D.0.1: Fitting output from artificial spectrum 13.
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Fig. D.0.2: Fitting output from artificial spectrum 129.
Fig. D.0.3: Fitting output from artificial spectrum 150.
36
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Fig. D.0.4: Fitting output from artificial spectrum 153.
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E. EXAMPLE CODE FOR CREATING ARTIFICIAL SPECTRA IN A .FITS
FILE FORMAT
PRO a r t s p e c 1
%%gather s the l i s t o f r e a l AGN o b j e c t s from p r i o r decomposit ion%%
READCOL, ’ / home/ vbstud / aaron / object names . txt ’ , name l i s t , format=’A
’
journa l , ’ a r t s p e c 1 . txt ’
%%Gathering component data from mul t ip l e o b j e c t s%%
%%gather s component data f o r ob j e c t 34%%
RESTORE, ’ / home/ vbstud / aaron / K e c k b e s t f i t s /
Maren a l lmode l f i t s L34b4 Keck . sav ’
i =26
model HbetaNC = a l lmode l s . modelHbetaNC %Hbeta narrow component
model HbetaBC = a l lmode l s . modelHbetaBC %Hbeta broad component
model FeII = a l lmode l s . modelFeII %FeII component
model HeIIBC = a l lmode l s . modelHeIIBC %HeII broad component
model HeIINC = a l lmode l s . modelHeIINC %HeII narrow component
e r r 3 4 = a l lmode l s . e r r o r
xh 34 = a l lmode l s . wavelength %wavelength range
from34 = model HbetaNC + model HbetaBC + model FeII +
model HeIIBC + model HeIINC
%%gather s components data f o r ob j e c t 9%%
RESTORE, ’ / home/ vbstud / aaron / K e c k b e s t f i t s /
Maren a l lmode l f i t s L9b4 Keck . sav ’
i=6
model OIII5007 = a l lmode l s . modelOIII5007 %OIII5007 component
model OIII4959 = a l lmode l s . modelOIII4959 %OIII4959 component
e r r 9 = a l lmode l s . e r r o r
39
xh 9 = a l lmode l s . wavelength %wavelength range
from9 = model OIII5007 + model OIII4959
%%gather s component data f o r ob j e c t 24%%
RESTORE, ’ / home/ vbstud / aaron / K e c k b e s t f i t s /
Maren a l lmode l f i t s L24b4 Keck . sav ’
i =17
model HG = al lmode l s . modelHG %host galaxy s t a r l i g h t component
e r r 2 4 = a l lmode l s . e r r o r
xh 24 = a l lmode l s . wavelength %wavelength range
from24 = model HG
%%gather s component data f o r ob j e c t 33%%
RESTORE, ’ / home/ vbstud / aaron / K e c k b e s t f i t s /
Maren a l lmode l f i t s L33b4 Keck . sav ’
i =25
model PL = a l lmode l s . modelPL %power law component
e r r 3 3 = a l lmode l s . e r r o r
xh 33 = a l lmode l s . wavelength %wavelength range
from33 = model PL
%%Combining the ob j e c t components over the same wavelength range
%%
wavestep34 = xh 34 [1]− xh 34 [ 0 ]
wavestep9 = xh 9 [1]− xh 9 [ 0 ]
wavestep24 = xh 24 [1]− xh 24 [ 0 ]
wavestep33 = xh 33 [1]− xh 33 [ 0 ]
e r r = [ e r r 3 4 + e r r 9 + e r r 2 4 + e r r 3 3 ]/4D
f o r i = 0L,3227L do begin
f o r j = 0L,3227L do begin
i f ( xh 9 [ i ] GT ( xh 34 [ j ]−( wavestep34 /2D) ) ) AND ( xh 9 [ i ]
LT ( xh 34 [ j ]+( wavestep34 /2D) ) ) then begin
from9 [ i ] = from9 [ i ] + from34 [ j ]
e n d i f
endfor
endfor
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f o r a = 0L,3227L do begin
f o r b = 0L,3227L do begin
i f ( xh 9 [ a ] GT ( xh 24 [ b]−( wavestep24 /2D) ) ) AND ( xh 9 [ a ]
LT ( xh 24 [ b]+( wavestep24 /2D) ) ) then begin
from9 [ a ] = from9 [ a ] + from24 [ b ]
e n d i f
endfor
endfor
f o r c = 0L,3227L do begin
f o r d = 0L,3227L do begin
i f ( xh 9 [ c ] GT ( xh 33 [ d]−( wavestep33 /2D) ) ) AND ( xh 9 [ c ]
LT ( xh 33 [ d]+( wavestep33 /2D) ) ) then begin
from9 [ c ] = from9 [ c ] + from33 [ d ]
e n d i f
endfor
endfor
art spectrum = from9
%%adding random no i s e%%
gno i s e = 10D∗randomn ( seed , n e lements ( art spectrum ) ,/DOUBLE)
a r t spe c t rum wi th no i s e = art spectrum + ( gnoise−mean( gnoise , /
DOUBLE) ) / stddev ( gnoise , /DOUBLE) ∗ e r r
%%saving to a . f i t s f i l e format%%
MWRFITS, a r t spec t rum wi th no i s e , ’ a r t s p e c 1 . f i t s ’
PLOT, xh 9 , a r t spec t rum wi th no i s e , /YLOG
j o u r n a l
END
40
F. USING THE AGN SPECTRAL FITTING CODE (PROVIDED BY MAREN
COSENS)
The following pages were provided by Maren Cosens through her September 2015 guide
Using an IDL Code to Fit AGN Spectra as a guide to organizing the proper files and
changing the appropriate parameters within the fitting code fit spec hbeta.pro in order to
accurately fit the input spectra around the Hβ region. Focus for this thesis is on pages
7-11.
Using an IDL Code to Fit AGN Spectra
Maren Cosens
September 2015
A fit to the SDSS spectrum of object 1636+4202 using the IDL code.
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1 Introduction
The IDL script written by Dr. Daeseong Park of the Chinese Academy of Sciences is a robust program
used for fitting AGN spectra in the optical regime. This script creates a multi-component spectral
decomposition in the region of the Hβ emission line. The procedure is summarized here briefly; see
(Park et al. , 2015) for more details. First, the observed continuum is modeled and subtracted by
fitting the pseudo-continuum simultaneously. This pseudo-continuum consists of the featureless AGN
continuum, the host-galaxy starlight template from the Indo-US spectral library (Valdez et al. , 2004),
and the AGN FeII emission template from either Boroson & Green (1992) or from Kovacevic et al.
(2010)1. Next, the continuum-subtracted Hβ line region is modeled by fitting Gauss-Hermite series (van
der Marel & Franx , 1993; Woo et al. , 2006; McGill et al. , 2008) simultaneously to the [OIII] narrow
emission lines λλ4959,5007 and the broad and narrow Hβ lines as well as fitting Gaussian functions to
the broad and narrow HeII emission lines λ4686 in the cases where it is blended with the broad Hβ
emission component (see Section 3.1 of Park et al. (2015) for more details). An example of the fit to
multiple objects using this code is shown in Figure 1 on the following page.
This code can also be modified to calculate the uncertainty on desired values (such as the second
moment of the Hβ line) determined during the fit by employing the use of the Monte Carlo method.
The files produced during the fitting can also be used for secondary purposes such as calculating flux
values and creating figures of the fits.
1The two different FeII templates are being used due to the different wavelength ranges of various spectra depending
on their source. The Keck spectra in our sample for example, do not extend far enough in the red to fit the FeII features
around 5200A˚ with the Kovacevic et al. (2010) multi-component template and instead must be fit with the monolithic
template from Boroson & Green (1992).
1
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Figure 1: The figure above shows the multi-component spectral decomposition of multiple AGNs in this
study with the different components being color coded. In the upper region, the observed spectrum is
shown in black with the best-fit of the combined continuum (power-law, FeII, and host galaxy starlight) in
magenta. Below that the best-fit to the power-law continuum is shown in green with the stellar spectrum
in yellow. Below this the narrow lines of Hβλ4861, and [OIII] λλ4959,5007 are in blue, the broad and
narrow components of HeII λ4686 in brown, the broad component of Hβ in red, and the FeII contribution
in purple. The residual is shown below this in black in order to show the difference between the sum of
these components and the observed spectrum.
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2 Fitting Spectra
As you can see from Figure 1, there are many components involved in the fit of an AGN spectrum and
many different combinations of these components may be seen for a variety of objects. For example, in
some AGNs the host galaxy starlight is a very small contribution and therefore that template cannot
create a reliable fit and should not be included. In others, there is a strong HeII emission component
that affects the blue wing of Hβ and must be fit and subtracted in order to produce a reliable fit. The
components that are to be included in the fit can be controlled using ”toggle keys” at the initiation of
the code and will be discussed further in section 2.4.
In addition to simply changing the components accounted for in the fit, there are a few other
modifications that can be made to the actual code in order to produce the best fit possible for objects
which require more tweaking to fit. For example the allowable width of various emission lines can be
modified manually. This and other modifications will be discussed in section 2.5.
Before any of this, though, the code needs to be set-up individually for each of the objects in the
sample. You will notice that there are two different fitting codes in the lindor (computer at UCSB
currently being used to run IDL) directory /setri6/bennert/maren: fit spec hbeta.pro and
fit spec sdssspec hbeta.pro. These codes are basically identical except for the use of different FeII
templates and a couple of other parameters being changed to account for the differences in how the
spectra were observed. The use of different templates for fitting FeII is due to the fact that the observed
wavelength range is different for the two sets of data. Either code could be modified to be identical to
the other and to fit a spectrum from any other observatory than they were originally written for. As it
stands Keck spectra should be fit using fit spec hbeta.pro and SDSS spectra using
fit spec sdssspec hbeta.pro as there are fewer parameters that must be modified for each object this
way and a different template would not need to be specified in the code. For spectra from other sources
the code used should be determined based on the wavelength range. If the wavelength range does not
extend to ∼5200A˚ use fit spec hbeta.pro, if it does extend past ∼5200A˚ use
fit spec sdssspec hbeta.pro.
At this time it is unclear how the low end of the wavelength range will affect the fit. Up to this point all
spectra have started at 4100A˚ or less for our fitting. Therefore, it is difficult to say for sure how a
spectrum starting at a higher wavelength will be fit, but it seems likely that this would affect the
templates that would need to be used for fitting host galaxy starlight and FeII emission.
2.1 Parameter Modification
Before the code can be used to fit the spectra, certain parameters must be changed to those of the
object in question. These parameters can be looked up using NED as well as information that may be
available from the observatory itself or the observing logs.
These parameters will need to be put into the code for each individual object. The easiest way to
accomplish this is to create a copy of the code for each object and modify it to match the object in
question using a bash script to modify multiple codes at once. Having a code created for each object
will allow the user to easily go back and work on any one object at any time as well as allowing the user
to make manual modifications that will be discussed in Section 2.5 for each object.
2.1.1 Information Needed
Before anything else can be done, the following information must be gathered:
1. name.fits file (”file name”)
2. object coordinates (Right Ascension and Declination) (”objectName”)
3. object designation (”tobjName”)
3
4. telescope of observation (”datafrom”)
5. instrumental resolution (”FWHM inst resol”)
6. redshift of object (”redshift”)
7. galactic extinction (”ebv”)
More details on each parameter and where to input them into the code is given in the following sections.
2.1.2 Parameters in Code
The parameters discussed above are included in a couple blocks towards the beginning of the code. An
example of each block will be shown and discussed below. It should be noted that the ”D” after some of
the parameters is a type designator and should not be changed during the modification of the necessary
parameters. The line numbers given are also approximate and will vary by code. They should be used
as a starting point to match up to the sections of code shown here.
1 ;−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
2 ; read data
3 ;−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
4 f i l e n a m e = ’ L1 blue 04 . f i t s ’
5
6 ;−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
7 common re so lCo r r In f o , Reso lut ionCorrec t ion , FWHM inst resol
8 ;−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
9 objectName = ’ Keck J080243 .40+310403.3 ’
10 tobjName = ’ L1b4 ’
11 datafrom = ’ Keck ’
12 InnerP lot = ’On ’ ; ’On’ or ’ Off ’
13 Reso lu t i onCor rec t i on = ’On ’ ; ’On’ or ’ Off ’
14 FWHM inst resol = 3.886D ; ? in A ( ? km/ s sigma at r e s t f r ame Hbeta4861 )
15 FWHM iron intr = 900D ; in km/ s ( I Zw 1 i n t r i n s i c v e l o c i t y in FWHM f o r BG92)
16 FWHM star int = 1 .35D ; in A ( template r e s o l u t i o n in FWHM f o r IndoUS )
17 ;−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
18
19 r e d s h i f t = 0.041D ; from NED
Listing 1: Object parameters in fitting code beginning at line 261
The first line of interest is line 4 above (line 264 in the code). This line contains the name of the .fits
file for the object spectrum. Replace the file name shown with that of the spectrum to be analyzed.
Line 9 above (line 269 in the code) first contains the name of the telescope from which the spectrum
was collected, followed by the right ascension and declination of the object. This is purely a convention
and the object can be designated in any way you choose. This name will not show up in any of the file
names, but it will be in the image of the fit (.png file).
Just below this is a shortened object name which is used in the names of the files produced with the fit.
This can be a shortened version of the right ascension and declination, an object number, or any other
designation that makes it easy to keep track of the various objects in the sample.
Below that is the name of the telescope where the spectrum was collected. This will also be used in the
naming of the files produced during the fitting.
The next line of interest is line 14 above (line 274 in the code). This contains the instrumental
resolution. This may vary for each object in the sample (as is the case for the Keck spectra) or be one
value for all spectra from one telescope (as is the case for the SDSS spectra). This may be given in km/s
in which case it must be converted to Angstroms for use in this code using the formula below, where
∆λ is the resolution in Angstroms and σ is the resolution in km/s. The 5577A˚ used in the equation
below is because the resolution of our spectra was measured at 5577A˚. If the resolution is measured off
of a different emission line then that wavelength should be used instead. Use c=299792.458 km/s.
∆λ =
2.35σ
c
(5577A˚)
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Line 19 in Listing 1 (line 279 in the code) contains the redshift of the object. The observed spectrum
will be corrected for this value.
1 ;−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
2 ; Ga lac t i c e x t i n c t i o n c o r r e c t i o n
3 ebv = 0.174D − 0 .131D ;E(B−V) = A B − A V (mag) from NED
4 FM UNRED, wavelength , f lux , ebv , funred
5 SNR = f l u x / e r r o r
6 e r r o r = funred /SNR ; to pr e s e rve S/N
7 f l u x = funred
8 ;−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Listing 2: Galactic extinction parameters in fitting code beginning at line 290
The amount of extinction between us and the AGN observed must also be taken into account. Line 3
above (line 292 in the code) contains the two values needed. The in-line comment tells which extinction
values are needed and that they may be found by searching for the object in NED.
2.2 Supporting Codes and Files
There are a number of support files that must be called in the IDL code in order for it to work properly
and create a fit. The files needed are organized into three folders all located in the directory
/setri6/bennert/maren on lindor. These folders are supporting codes, templates, and data. Files
and sub-folders within these three are listed below.
2.2.1 Supporting Codes (supporting codes)
All files within this folder must be copied directly into the folder containing the fitting code for that
object; they cannot be held within another folder.
files:
1. angstrom.txt
2. bvls.pro
3. get wavelength.pro
4. log rebin.pro
5. range.pro
All files in a subfolder can be copied by using the Unix command:
cp /setri6/bennert/maren/supporting codes/* [location to be copied]
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2.2.2 Templates (templates)
The templates directory does not need to be located in the same folder as the fitting code since the
path to this directory is defined within the code, but the sub-folders do need to be laid out in the same
way they are listed below. The path to the directories is shown below (lines 593 and 604 in
fit spec hbeta.pro and lines 589 and 606 in fit sdsspec hbeta.pro), followed by the file structure of
the directory itself.
1 ; K10 Iron template ( need l o g b i n i n g )
2 RESTORE, ’ templates /900 FeII /K10 irontemp . sav ’
Listing 3: Location of FeII template files being called in fit sdssspec hbeta.pro
1 ; BG92 Iron template ( a l r eady logbinned )
2 RESTORE, ’ templates /BG92 opt/ BG92 fei itemp . sav ’
Listing 4: Location of FeII template files being called in fit spec hbeta.pro
1 ; INDOUS s t a r templates
2 t e m p f i l e s = f i l e s e a r c h ( ’ templates / indous /∗ . f i t s ’ ,COUNT=n f i l e s )
Listing 5: Location of stellar template files being called in fit spec hbeta.pro
1. 900FeII
(a) fe f.txt
(b) fe g.txt
(c) fe IZw1.txt
(d) fe p.txt
(e) fe s.txt
(f) K10 irontemp.sav
(g) save irontemp.pro
2. BG92 opt
(a) BG92 feiitemp.sav
(b) fe log.txt
(c) save feiitemp.pro
3. indous
(a) 102328 K3III.fits
(b) 107950 G5III.fits
(c) 111812 G0III.fits
(d) 115604 F2III.fits bak
(e) 124897 K1III.fits
(f) 148387 G8III.fits
(g) 163588 K2III.fits
(h) 168723 K0III.fits
(i) 188360 A0III.fits bad
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2.2.3 Data (data)
This folder must contain the .fits file for the object being fit. This folder does not need to be located in
the same folder as the fitting code since the path to this directory is defined in lines 282 and 284. The
fitting code will search for a specific file in the data directory, so all spectra can be contained in the
same folder without causing a problem for the fitting process. The path from fit spec hbeta.pro must
match the path to the location of these files exactly in order for the fit to run. These paths are located
on approximtely lines 282 and 284 of fit spec hbeta.pro as shown below.
1 wavelength = get wave length ( ’ data / ’+f i l e name , 1 )
2 f l u x = mrd f i t s ( ’ data / ’+f i l e name , 1 )
3 e r r o r = f l u x ∗0 .1D ; mrd f i t s ( ’ data /’+ f i l e name , 3 )
Listing 6: Location of data files being called in fit spec hbeta.pro
2.3 Executing the Fit
In order to run a fit on the spectrum the following commands must be issued from within the same
folder as the fitting code and all of the support files for that object.
1. source ∼/.idlenv
2. idl -32
3. fit spec hbeta
• (type once IDL has started and ”IDL>” has appeared)
This will begin a fit to the spectrum using the default settings for the fitting code. Modifications to this
method may need to be made in order to produce the best fit and the next two sections will discuss
various ways in which to do this.
2.4 Fitting Modifications
There are a number of ”toggle keys” listed below that can be used at the initialization of the code in
order to change which emission components are fit and the way in which they are fit. Multiple toggle
keys can be used at once with some restrictions that are described in the following sections. Instead of
step 3 in section 2.3, you would instead type
”fit spec hbeta,/(toggle key 1),/(toggle key 2)..etc.”
The toggle key(s) you choose to use for the fit will depend on the output value for each component.
This will be given in the .png file produced during the fitting. An example is shown on the following
page with each component described.
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Figure 2: A fit to the SDSS spectrum of object 1636+4202 using the IDL code. The colors of the
components being fit matches the colors of the values given in the top left and to the right of the fit. The
power-law is indicated in green and the values given for this component are the magnitude (scaling) and
slope in the upper left, as well as the percent contribution to the continuum on the right. The magenta
corresponds to the FeII emission. The velocity shift and full-width at half-maximum of this component
are just below the power law values in the upper left, while its contribution to the continuum is also
just below that of the power law on the right. The host galaxy starlight is fit in yellow with the velocity
shift and stellar velocity dispersion (star sigma) being given in the upper left below the FeII values. The
contribution of host galaxy starlight to the continuum is given below the value of FeII on the right of the
spectrum. The region to the far-right shows a zoomed in region of the Hβ fit. The dotted green line is
the zero point and the fit to Hβ should not drop below this line.
2.4.1 NoStarTemp
This toggle key will create a fit to the observed spectrum without fitting any host galaxy starlight. This
should be used in cases where the AGN completely outshines the host galaxy or if there are not enought
stellar features to reliably fit this component. If the percent of stellar contribution to the continuum is
very low (i.e. around 20% or less) or star sigma reaches its maximum allowed value (500 km/s) then
this toggle key should be used.
2.4.2 NoFeIITemp
This toggle key will create a fit to the observed spectrum without fitting and subtracting the FeII
emissions. This would be used in a case where FeII is too weak to give a reliable fit or if a fit closer to
the observed spectrum can be achieved without the inclusion of FeII. There are two indications that
FeII is too weak to give a reliable fit. The first is that the width of FeII is near its minimum value
(around 800-900 km/s) based on the template being used, and the second is that the contribution of
FeII to the continuum is very low (shows up as 0.0%, but still fits FeII). Many objects will not have a
prominent FeII emission component and this toggle key will need to be used.
Keep in mind that the code needs at least one template (either stellar or FeII) in order to get a fit.
Therefore, /NoStarTemp and /NoFeIITemp cannot be used at the same time.
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2.4.3 OFFstarvelShift
The fitting code allows for the fact that the starlight from the host galaxy may be red or blue shifted in
addition to the cosmological redshift of the object. If the value of star shift reaches its maximum (500
km/s) then it is not reliable and this toggle key should be used.
2.4.4 OFFfeiivelShift
This is the same situation as described in the section above except the upper limit for the velocity shift
of FeII is 1000 km/s. These two values have equivalent negative limits, but the only one that will likely
be reached in a bad fit is the upper limit because this value will tend to increase without bound past a
physical limit in a bad fit.
2.4.5 withHeIIBC
The HeII emission component is not included in the default fitting of the spectrum. However, HeII is
just blue-ward (left) of the Hβ line and can influence the fit to the wing. In these cases HeII should be
included by using this toggle key. This will change the lower limit of the fit of Hβ so that it includes
HeII in the fitting range. This will mean that if there is any other problem with the fit, such as a drop
below zero between Hβ and HeII, manual modification methods such as those discussed in section 2.5
will have to be used.
2.4.6 O3FitTogether
This will fit Hβ and the [OIII] lines together instead of in separate steps. This can be used if there is
some blending between Hβ and the [OIII] lines. This is a toggle key that is not often necessary in order
to achieve a reliable fit to the spectrum.
2.5 Manual Fitting Modifications
In the case that the toggle keys still do not produce a good fit to the observed spectrum there are a few
modifications that can be made to the code file itself in either fit spec hbeta.pro or
fit sdssspec hbeta.pro, as described below.
2.5.1 Change Limits of Hβ fit
If the fit to Hβ drops below zero at either of the wings and this cannot be improved by using the toggle
keys discussed in the last section, then the limits on the fitting region may need to be changed. The
limits should be changed gradually in the region near where the fit drops below zero as the fit may
change with the changing limits. Gradually adjusting these limits will help to find the best possible fit.
The section of code shown starts at line 401 and controls the Hβ limits. Lines 3 (403 in
fit spec hbeta.pro) and 5 (405 in fit spec hbeta.pro) control the limits without HeII included in
the fit, while line 2 (402 in fit spec hbeta.pro) controls the lower limit with HeII included in the
subtraction.
1 ; Hbeta l i n e Limits
2 i f f i t HeI IBC eq ’ Yes ’ then l i n e L i m i t 1 = 4600D $ ; to inc lude HeII
3 e l s e l i n e L i m i t 1 = 4705D
4 ; l i n e L i m i t 1 = 4650D
5 l i n e L i m i t 2 = 4925D
Listing 7: Hbeta limits
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2.5.2 Change Upper Limit on Stellar Velocity Dispersion
If the value for stellar velocity dispersion (star sigma) reaches the upper limit value of 500 km/s it may
not be a valid fit as discussed in section 2.4.1. If there is existing data about the stellar velocity
dispersion for that galaxy then this value can be substituted in for the upper limit in line 695 in
fit sdssspec hbeta.pro (678 in fit spec hbeta.pro)as shown below. Simply replace the ’500’ with
the known value for stellar velocity dispersion.
1 p a r i n f o [ 5 ] . l i m i t s = [ 0D,500D/ v e l S c a l e s t a r ] ; 0<sigma<500 km/ s
Listing 8: limits on stellar velocity dispersion
2.5.3 Change Mask-Out Width
If the HeII component is prominent in the spectrum, and being fit with the toggle key ”/withHeIIBC”,
it can be broader or narrower than the default settings. In this case the mask-out width of HeII will
need to be either increased or decreased. In the section of code shown below the width of the fitting
region for HeII is controlled in line 3 (line 377 in fit spec hbeta.pro). Changing the width by 10 each
time and then making finer adjustments from there will give the best fit.
1 ; mask−out width
2 mask width = 10D
3 mask width HeII = 30D
Listing 9: HeII mask-out width
2.5.4 Change Gauss-Hermite Order
The default in the IDL code is for a 6th order Gaussian-Hermite polynomial to be used for fitting the
broad component of Hβ and a 12th order Gaussian-Hermite to be used for the [OIII] and narrow Hβ
lines. While this will give a closer fit to the observed spectrum it may not be the most scientifically
accurate. This higher order fit may end up fitting noise rather than the emission lines themselves.
If it appears that the fit is being based on noise rather than the actual emission lines, the order of the
fit may need to be reduced. Changing the order of the fit to the narrow [OIII] and Hβ lines does not
make a significant difference, but the order of the broad component of Hβ has a large impact on the fit.
The order can be reduced, but should not be lower than 3rd order so that asymmetries will still be fit.
The block of code on the following page controls the Gaussian-Hermite order used for fitting the broad
component of Hβ. Line 10 on the following page (line 77 in fit spec hbeta.pro) can be changed so a
lower order is used. Simply cutting off this line earlier to ”series = 1D + H3 + H4 + H5”, for example,
will reduce the order from 6th to 5th.
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1 pro gauss hermite , X, P, YMOD
2 w = (X − P [ 1 ] ) /P [ 2 ]
3 g = P[ 0 ] ∗ exp (−0.5D∗wˆ2) ; he ight i s not normai lzed to 1
4 ; Hermite po lynomia l s normal ized as in Appendix A o f van der Marel & Franx (1993) .
5 ; These c o e f f i c i e n t s are g iven e . g . in Appendix C o f Cappe l l a r i e t a l . (2002)
6 H3 = P[ 3 ] / Sqrt (3D) ∗(w∗(2D∗wˆ2 − 3D) )
7 H4 = P[ 4 ] / Sqrt (24D) ∗(wˆ2∗(4D∗wˆ2 − 12D) + 3D)
8 H5 = P[ 5 ] / Sqrt (60D) ∗(w∗(wˆ2∗(4D∗wˆ2 − 20D) + 15D) )
9 H6 = P[ 6 ] / Sqrt (720D) ∗(wˆ2∗(wˆ2∗(8D∗wˆ2 − 60D) + 90D) − 15D)
10 s e r i e s = 1D + H3 + H4 + H5 + H6
11 GH = g∗ s e r i e s
12 YMOD = GH
13 end
Listing 10: Hbeta fit order
2.5.5 Change Emission Line Center
If an emission line seems to be off-center from how it’s being fit then it may be redshifted more or less
than the galaxy as a whole. This is a rare problem to have, but if it occurs then simply modify the rest
frame wavelength in the code for that emission line. These wavelength values are located in a section of
code beginning at line 343 and shown below.
1 ;−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
2 ; b a s i c s e t t i n g on r e s t frame
3 ;−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
4 common l i n e Lab va lue s , Hbeta4861 , OIII4959 , OIII5007 , HeII4686 , ArIV4711 , ArIV4740
5 common f l u x r a t i o s , rat io4959 , r a t i o5007
6
7 Hbeta4861 = 4861D
8 OIII4959 = 4959D
9 OIII5007 = 5007D
10
11 Hgamma4340 = 4340D
12 OIII4363 = 4363D
13
14 HeI4473 = 4472.76D
15 HeII4686 = 4685.65D
16 ArIV4711 = 4711.34D
17 ArIV4740 = 4740.20D
18
19 FeVII5160 = 5160.33D
20 FeVI5177 = 5177.48D
21 NI5201 = 5200.53D
22 ; NI5199 = 5199.82D
23 FeVII5277 = 5277.85D
24 FeXIV5304 = 5304.34D
Listing 11: Restframe wavelengths
3 Factors Influencing Ease of Fitting
Some spectra will be easier to fit than others based on the characteristics of the object and the
observation. Some of these factors are discussed below as well as how they will affect the fitting process
and what steps should be taken to insure the best fit possible.
3.1 Signal-to-Noise Ratio
The signal to noise ratio of the spectrum will have a significant impact on the quality of the fit
generated and how much modification will be required to get the best fit possible. The most helpful
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modification in this instance is to reduce the Gaussian-Hermite order used in the fit of Hβ as discussed
in section 2.5.3. For example, the signal-to-noise ratio for the Keck spectra is much higher than the
SDSS spectra. This meant that the order used for the fit had to be reduced for almost all of the objects
when analyzing the SDSS spectra. This same methodology should be used for other samples with low
signal-to-noise ratios.
3.2 Width of Hβ
How broad the Hβ line is for a particular object does seem to have a slight affect on how easy it is to
get a good fit to this component and how smooth this fit is. Based on the way the data was selected for
our sample, the SDSS spectra often have a very broad Hβ line making this a more prominent feature
and therefore easier to fit. However, this does not mean that no modifications are needed with these
spectra. The same steps and modifications discussed in sections 2.4 and 2.5 will still be necessary, but it
may be more clear what will improve the fit and what won’t have any affect.
3.3 Wavelength Range
The main affect of the wavelength range is which FeII template can be used during the fit and how
accurate that is. The wavelength range for the Keck spectra does not always extend past approximately
5150A˚ in many cases. The problem with this is that there are iron features around 5200A˚ that are
needed in order to get a good fit using the K10 multi-component template from Kovacevic et al.
(2010). Therefore, the BG92 template from Boroson & Green (1992) has to be used for these spectra
instead and it may not be as accurate. It is ideal to have spectra that extend past this point allowing
the use of the multi-component template, but that is not always possible.
It is not yet clear how the fit will be affected for a spectrum that has a higher starting wavelength than
what we have been using from SDSS and Keck. Nothing has yet been fit with this program that has a
starting wavelength lower than 4100A˚, but it is likely that different templates for FeII and host galaxy
starlight may need to be used or the existing ones may need to be modified.
As discussed earlier, use the code fit spec hbeta.pro for spectra with a wavelength range that does
not extend to or past 5200A˚, and fit sdssspec hbeta.pro for spectra that do extend past 5200A˚.
4 Statistics
Statistics like the mean and standard deviation of various measurements (Hβ FWHM and second
moment) are calculated using the Monte Carlo method. With this method random noise (based on the
error spectrum) is added to the observed spectrum and then this new spectrum is fit with the same
method as before. This is done a number of times (500 should be sufficient) and then statistics are
calculated from all of the fits.
In order to run this program correctly the entire original fitting code must also be present. The easiest
way to accomplish this is to modify the original code to include the Monte Carlo method. However, this
needs to be done at a separate time from the original fitting since the output files will be based on a
spectrum with random noise rather than the observed spectrum. This also means that if the fits need to
be run again the portions of the code using the Monte Carlo method will need to be commented out
before running to revert the code to its original form. Keep in mind that the files produced during the
original fitting will be overwritten when you run the statistics unless you change the name or location of
these files.
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4.1 Code Modifications
The modifications needed in order to run statistics with the file fit spec hbeta.pro are listed below. It
should be noted that the exact line numbers may vary slightly for individual objects (or with the other
verison of the fitting code, fit sdssspec hbeta.pro) based on modifications that may be needed earlier
in the code. The line numbers given here should be used as a guideline with the reference code used to
verify that the correct location is being used.
4.1.1 Turn off Plotting
On line 484, remove the comment before the pixmap command so that the code now appears as it is
shown below:
1 WINDOW, 0 , xs =1400 , ys =700 ,/pixmap
Listing 12: Plotting command
This will speed up the process by not requiring a physical plot to be created for each iteration.
4.1.2 Create Iterations
Add a code to create multiple iterations of the spectra with random noise and arrays to store the results
of each iteration at line number 493. This will be immediately after the section of code:
1 xh = wavelength
2 yh = f l u x
3 e r r = e r r o r
4 SNratio = yh/ e r r
Listing 13: Reference code for iterations
The block of code to be added is:
1 ;−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
2 ; run f o r many s l i g h t l y d i f f e r e n t spec t ra to f i n d u n c e r t a i n t i e s
3 ;−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
4 n r e a l i z a t i o n s = 1000L ; 1000 mock spec t ra
5
6 FWHMHbetaBC GHfit mc = db la r r ( n r e a l i z a t i o n s )
7 sigmaHbetaBC GHfit mc = db la r r ( n r e a l i z a t i o n s )
8 L5100 f i t mc = db la r r ( n r e a l i z a t i o n s )
9
10 ; Monte Carlo run
11 f o r i mc=0L , n r e a l i z a t i o n s −1L do begin
12
13 ; Monte Carlo f l u x randomizat ion based on sigma
14 gno i s e=10D∗randomn ( seed , n e lements ( yh ) ,/DOUBLE)
15 yh=f l u x +(gnoise−mean( gnoise , /DOUBLE) ) / stddev ( gnoise , /DOUBLE) ∗ e r r
Listing 14: Create multiple iterations of spectra with random noise
Immediately after the first comment block the number of realizations is specified. More realizations will
theoretically give greater accuracy to the calculation of the statistics, but it also takes longer to
calculate and increases the chances of an error occurring. If the fit fails for one of the iterations then
the statistics will not be calculated. For some objects the addition of random noise does make this a
fairly likely scenario. Therefore, 500 mock spectra is generally the best value to use. There is no
significant difference in the values calculated from 500 and 1000 iterations (at least for the Keck and
SDSS spectra) and the extra time invested is not worth the very slight change considering the overall
uncertainty, especially as 500 iterations will slightly overestimate the uncertainty.
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4.1.3 Calculate and Print Statistics
As the IDL code runs the fitting procedure, various results are printed to the file
log fit L#b4 Keck.txt. This is done using the journal command, but in order to include the statistics
in this text file the end point for the journal must be moved to a point after our calculation of the
statistics. There is a block of code starting at line 1683 that looks like this:
1 ;−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− ext ra jobs −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−{{{
2 pr in t
3 etime = ( syst ime (/ sec )−i t ime ) /60D
4 i f et ime ge 1D then pr int , ’ ∗Elapsed time= ’ , s t r t r i m ( etime , 2 ) , ’ min ’ $
5 e l s e pr int , ’ ∗Elapsed time= ’ , s t r t r i m ( etime ∗60D, 2 ) , ’ s e c ’
6 pr int , ’ ∗Memory used= ’ , s t r t r i m ( ( memory(/ highwater )−start mem ) /2Dˆ20D, 2 ) , ’ MB’
7 ; p r o f i l e r , / report , f i l ename =’ p r o f i l e r r e p o r t . txt ’ & p r o f i l e r , / r e s e t
8 pr in t
9 j o u r n a l
10 ;−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−}}}
Listing 15: Reference code for calculation and printing of statistics
The word ”journal” needs to be removed or commented out from the second to last line in this code
and then the block of code shown below must be added immediately after this section.
1 FWHMHbetaBC GHfit mc [ i mc ] = FWHMHbetaBC GHfit
2 sigmaHbetaBC GHfit mc [ i mc ] = sigmaHbetaBC GHfit
3 L5100 f i t mc [ i mc ] = L 5 1 0 0 f i t
4
5 endfor
6
7 ; p r i n t r e s u l t s f o r unce r ta in ty
8 pr int , ’MC : : FWHMHbetaBC GHfit mc , sigmaHbetaBC GHfit mc , L5100 f i t mc : average ’ ,mean(
FWHMHbetaBC GHfit mc) ,mean( sigmaHbetaBC GHfit mc ) ,mean( L5100 f i t mc )
9
10 pr int , ’MC : : FWHMHbetaBC GHfit mc , sigmaHbetaBC GHfit mc , L5100 f i t mc : median ’ , median (
FWHMHbetaBC GHfit mc) , median ( sigmaHbetaBC GHfit mc ) , median ( L5100 f i t mc )
11
12 pr int , ’MC : : FWHMHbetaBC GHfit mc , sigmaHbetaBC GHfit mc , L5100 f i t mc : stddev ’ , stddev (
FWHMHbetaBC GHfit mc) , stddev ( sigmaHbetaBC GHfit mc ) , stddev ( L5100 f i t mc )
13
14 pr int , ’MC : : FWHMHbetaBC GHfit mc , sigmaHbetaBC GHfit mc , L5100 f i t mc : stddev /median (%)
’ , $
15
16 stddev (FWHMHbetaBC GHfit mc) /median (FWHMHbetaBC GHfit mc) ∗100D, stddev (
sigmaHbetaBC GHfit mc ) /median ( sigmaHbetaBC GHfit mc ) ∗100D, stddev ( L5100 f i t mc ) /median
( L5100 f i t mc ) ∗100D
17 j o u r n a l
Listing 16: Section of code needed to calculate and print statistics from Monte Carlo method
Notice that the ”journal” command is included at the end of this section of code meaning that this is
the end of what will be recorded in the log file.
4.2 Running Fit Without Statistics
If for some reason you need to go back and re-do or modify the fit after you have altered the code to
calculate the statistics of the measurements you will need to comment out everything that has been
added to revert the fitting code back to its original state.
First, you will have to turn plotting back on by changing line 484 back to what is shown below,
commenting out the /pixmap command that suppresses the plot.
1 WINDOW, 0 , xs =1400 , ys=700 ; ,/ pixmap
Listing 17: Turn plotting on
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Second, everything shown in Listing 9 and Listing 11 must be commented out except for the ”journal”
command. This command was simply moved to a later point in the code to include the statistics and is
therefore still needed in order to print to the log file.
5 Using the Fits
The use of the fitting program does not simply have to be limited to gathering the information given in
the .png (image) and .txt (log) files. When the fitting program is run it creates two .sav files that can
later be restored for use in other programs. The ”allmodels” file has proven to be the most useful and a
couple programs using this file will be described below. A code can also be written for any other purpose
using these files and should simply be executed in a format similar to the programs described below.
5.1 Creating Figures
The format of the images seen in Figure 1 can be created with another code, spec fit.pro, which takes
each model component and plots them in a different color. In order to use this program a few
modifications will need to be made to customize it for the purpose.
First, a .txt file will need to be created containing all of the object names in a column. These names
should be in the order you wish the images to appear in the final figure. As you will see in Listing 18,
these object names shoule be kept the same as those used in the .sav file. The location and name of the
file should be specified in line 14 of spec fit.pro as shown below. This command will read in the .txt
file and store each row as a different value in the array ”name list”.
1 READCOL, ’ / s e t r i 6 / bennert /maren/ object names3 . txt ’ , name l i s t , format=’A ’ ; , count=nobj
Listing 18: File location with object names
Next, you must specify the name of the file to be created. This is done in line 27. Notice that the file
extension is .ps. This can be changed to .eps, but the code must also be changed from ”PS” to ”EPS” in
line 19 in order for this to work properly. ShareLatex requires a .eps file extension, but the computers
being used in the research room at Cal Poly can only display a .ps. Therefore it is easiest to create a .ps
file and convert the finalized version to .eps unless working on a system that can open a .eps file.
1 DEVICE, FileName=’ spec f i t SDSS2d . ps ’
Listing 19: Specify name of generated file
Depending on how many objects you have you may want to have a different number of tiles in each
figure. This is specified in the MULTIPLOT command of line 48. It is currently set up to create a
figure with 5 columns and 8 rows. The next command, ”ytickformat” specifies the style the y-axis
takes. It is currently set up so that no values are displayed on the y-axis.
1 MULTIPLOT, [ 5 , 8 ] , y t i ck fo rmat=’ (A1) ’ ,/ rowmajor , $
Listing 20: Setting up the plot format
The next step is to specify which objects are to be included in this figure. For larger samples, multiple
figures will need to be made in order to keep each tile large enough to still be read clearly. Keep in
mind that the ”name list” array starts at cell 0 and the range specified in line 58 cannot exceed the
number of tiles specified using MULITPLOT. Line 58 specifies the list of object names to be used in
this figure, and line 59 specifies the location and name of the .sav files to be restored in order to create
the figures and are shown in Listing 18 on the following page.
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1 f o r i =40L,78L do begin
2 RESTORE, ’ / s e t r i 6 / bennert /maren/ SDSS bes t f i t s / M a r e n a l l m o d e l f i t s ’+name l i s t [ i ]+ ’ SDSS
. sav ’
3
4 objectName = name l i s t [ i ]
5 pr int , ’ cu r r ent name = ’ , objectName
Listing 21: Restoring desired models
The only modifications left are simply formatting of the figures. The range for the horizontal axes are
specified in lines 79 and 80 and can be modified to whatever values are desired. The range for the
vertical axes will likely need to be customized for many objects individually, and this will need to be
done with a series of ”if-else” statements since this is all being done within a ”for” loop.
1 xr = [4450 , 5150 ]
2 yr=[−median ( yh ) ∗0 .75 , median ( yh ) ∗ 3 . 5 ]
Listing 22: Axes ranges
5.2 Calculating Flux Values
Most of the values that you will want to use in your analysis can be found in either the .png (image) or
.txt (log) files created with each fit, but the flux from each component is something that needs to be
calculated separately. For this purpose I have written a program (flux.pro) that takes the same models
used in creating the figures above and integrates over the model to calculate the flux from that
particular component of emission.
This program works in a very similar manner to plot specfit.pro, and thus very similar modifications
will need to be made to run the program for the desired sample of objects.
The same list of names needs to be created and its location and filename needs to be specified in line 2
and an output file specified in line 4 of flux.pro as shown below. Line 5 specifies the range of objects
to be used, and line 6 specifies the location of the .sav files for those objects.
1 READCOL, ’ / s e t r i 6 / bennert /maren/ object names2 . txt ’ , name l i s t , format=’A ’
2
3 j ourna l , ’ f lux va lues SDSS . txt ’
4 f o r i=0L,101L do begin
5 RESTORE, ’ / s e t r i 6 / bennert /maren/ SDSS bes t f i t s / M a r e n a l l m o d e l f i t s ’+name l i s t [ i ]+ ’ SDSS
. sav ’
Listing 23: Section of code that needs to be customized in flux.pro
This program will then integrate over the desired emission components and print out the component
name and the amount of flux attributed to it. Different emission components can be added to the
calculations following the syntax of those currently used in the program and shown below.
1 flux HbetaNC=INT TABULATED(xh , model HbetaNC )
2 pr int , ’ Flux from narrow component o f Hbeta= ’ , flux HbetaNC
Listing 24: Calculation and printing of flux for the narrow component of Hβ
A Converting .fits Files to .dat or .txt
Occasionally, a data table from another source will be put in a .fits file, but will need to be changed to a
.dat or a .txt file that’s easier to open. The conversion.pro code located in the directory
/setri6/bennert/maren takes the input .fits file and converts it to the desired ouptut format using
the journal function in IDL.
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The name and location of the .fits file is specified in both lines 2 and 3, and the name of the new file is
specified in line 4 and can be given either a .dat or .txt extension.
1 PRO conver s i on
2 hdr=h e a d f i t s ( ’ / s e t r i 6 / bennert /maren/ALPAKA v1 . f i t s ’ )
3 x=mrd f i t s ( ’ / s e t r i 6 / bennert /maren/ALPAKA v1 . f i t s ’ , 1 , hdr )
4 j ourna l , ’ALPAKA v1 . dat ’
5 pr int , hdr
6 pr int , x
7 j o u r n a l
8 END
Listing 25: conversion.pro
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